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"We intend to work with Russia to move beyond 
Cold War nuclear posturing", he said, adding that 
the US would also work alongside Nato allies to 
seek "bold reductions" in the use of tactical 
weapons in Europe.

Obama calls for US-Russia nuclear weapons 
cuts in Berlin speech



• But 70% of respondents are still planning to stay in 
Russia

45% of students  want to move from Russia

• The idea of moving to 
another country is 
especially popular among 
students (45%), 
entrepreneurs (38%), office 
workers (33%), housewives 
(28%)

• The main reasons are: searching for a better life (49%), 
dissatisfaction with the economic situation of the country 
(32%), wish to create a better future for the children (31%)



• Sergey Guriev, one of the 
best economists in Russia, 
has left country because of 
the problems with Russian 
government

Russia is loosing its best people

• The reasons of the conflict:
• S. Guriev doubted the 

legality of the new sentence 
to the case of M. 
Hodorkovskiy

• S. Guriev  started to support 
A. Navalniy and said that he 
is completely innocent



Romania has world's sexiest women 
soldiers

1. Romania

2. Republic of Wadiya

3. Russia

4. Poland

5. Greece

6. Israel

7. UK

8. Finland

9. Serbia

10. Sweden



• Homeless man who saved lost Oregon 
cat, will return her to owners after 
10-month journey together

'THE CAT WAS A RAINBOW IN A DARK WORLD'

• Traveling with the cat, he said, 
was a joy. People who saw 
them took notice and would 
often stop and photograph this 
traveler and his cat.

• “I love this cat,” King said. 
“She’s a hit on the streets of 
Portland. Very rarely do you see 
a cat riding on the top of 
someone’s backpack.”



• TO LOSE WEIGHT 
The winner: Diet 

• TO BOOST ENERGY 
The winner: Exercise 

• TO REDUCE RISK OF HEART 
DISEASE 
The winner: Diet 

• TO PREVENT DIABETES 
The winner: Exercise 

• TO PREVENT CANCER 
The winner: Both diet and 
exercise

• TO IMPROVE MOOD 
The winner: Exercise 

Diet Vs. Exercise: Which Matters Most?



•  "This is the birth of the third 
in line to the throne so it is 
very important. It is an 
extremely important 
occasion.“

• With much pomp and 
circumstance, a framed 
announcement will be placed 
on a wood and gold easel just 
behind the gates 
of Buckingham Palace shortly 
after the baby arrives

Kate Middleton Baby Birth Announcement: 
How Royals Will Reveal the News

The baby's gender, weight and time of birth -- but the royal's 
name, however, will be revealed at a later date.



• A Sina Weibo (basically 
China’s Twitter) user 
uploaded the above photo 
which quickly went viral. 

• The original caption 
described the leggings as 
“super sexy, summertime 
anti-pervert full-leg-of-hair 
stockings, essential for all 
young girls going out.”

Chinese Women Are Allegedly Wearing 
Hairy Stockings to Ward Off Perverts
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